
Year 6:         Autumn 1 

Link 1:   know how to store and treat food hygienically 

Share read about vegetarian food 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Revise food science and hygiene e.g. know how heat kills unhelpful microbes; avoiding ‘cross contamination’ not 

putting cooked and uncooked meat together; handling chicken with care.  

Correct storage of foodstuffs.  

Listen to the school chefs talk about hygiene and how they prepare food safely.  

Learn about the concept of vegetarians and learn about how people eat different foods to acquire all the required 

macronutrients e.g. protein.  

Use IT and books to research some vegetarian food.  

Learn the names of vegetables that they know and don’t know e.g. asparagus, celery, chicory. 

Know where vegetable come from e.g. which are root vegetables.   

 

Link 2:   know how to create a vegetarian meal 

Share read about vegetarian food 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Revise the names of vegetable.  

Learn how to cut, chop, slice, peel, blanche vegetables.  

Understand the concept of vegetarianism and what they can and cannot eat. 

Look at some vegetarian dishes on restaurant menus. 

Understand that some people believe that the answer to climate change is to eat more vegetarian meals.  

 

Link 3:   know how to conduct market research 

Share read about vegetarian food 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Revise the names of vegetable.  



Revise what they know about market research. Learn about tasters e.g. at the supermarket. 

Learn about sampling. 

Learn how to record their research e.g. in numerical form based on a questionnaire. 

Complete market research and then change their design based on the findings.  

Write a factual account. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to make a vegetarian meal 

Share read about vegetarian food 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Revise the names of vegetable.  

Learn how to follow their design brief and their market research brief to create their meal.  

Write an evaluation about how well the design specification was achieved.     

Write a factual account. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 6:         Autumn 2 

Link 1:   know what a Victorian sampler looks like 

Share read about Victorians.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/ vegetarian/  

Revise the stitches they have learnt in sewing and in knitting so far.  

Learn about the role samplers played in Victorian life.  

Learn and practise some sewing stitches.  

Using IT research samplers and identify common components and how they were made.  

Create a design and draw annotated well-crafted design drawings using their research as a starting point.  

Create their own sampler.  

Write an evaluation at each stage suggesting what works and what needs to be improved.  

Write a section for a non-fiction reference book.  

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how to use their skills to make a soft toy 

Share read about Victorians.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/ vegetarian/  

Handle and evaluate fabric animals and identify how they are made.  

Deconstruct a soft toy and see how it was made.  

Use research to identify ideas for their designs.  

Communicate their ideas in writing with annotated drawings about how they are going to make their soft toy. 

Identify the purpose, the user, equipment, processes and techniques in a design specification.  

Make a fabric animal using sewing, embroidery etc.  

Write about how well they have met the original design specification.  

Write a section for a non-fiction reference book. 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 6:         Spring 1 

Link 1:   know that some plastics can be recycled and others cannot 

Share read about plastics.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/ vegetarian/  

Learn about how plastics are made. Learn some of the properties of different plastics.  

Know that some plastics can be recycled and other cannot. 

Design a specification to make a badge out of reclaimed plastic and other products to launch an environmental 

campaign to reduce the use of single use plastic.  

Research their ideas the environmental impact of  waste plastic’ and campaigns.  

Communicate their ideas for a campaign through annotated drawings and a written design specification.  

Plan an order for their work, materials, techniques and processes.  

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to make something out of reclaimed plastic that 

they can sell 

Share read about plastics.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/ vegetarian/  

Use tools carefully to make each of the components for their campaign e.g. a badge, a metal pin, a book mark.  

Make an advert to sell their product.  

Write an evaluation after each lesson, of their products against the initial design brief suggesting ways they could 

improve their products.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 6:         Spring  2 

Link 1:   know how to make sequenced lights 

Share read about electrics.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/ vegetarian/  

Revise what they know about electric circuits.  

Evaluate how traffic lights work, pelican crossings train lights and other sequenced lights.  

Look at timing sequences and patterns.  

Create a design specification and a proposal to make a computer-led set of lights e.g. for a train; for bikes; for 

skateboard etc.  

Create a mini prototype of a traffic light with electric circuits.  

Test the prototype to show different coloured lights.  

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how to make model lights for a mini road/rail system 

Share read about electrics. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/ vegetarian/  

Create a design for a mini road system with CAD and with annotated technical drawings including circuit board. 

Create a mini road system and model for a traffic light and circuit board.  

Learn how to use control technology to make lights etc work. 

Refine their models of a street with working traffic lights.  

Write an evaluation of what they have done and what they need to do to improve their products.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 6:   Summer 2 

Link 1:     know what a business plan is 

Share read about Sir Alan Sugar 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/ vegetarian/  

Watch some examples of business programmes such as Dragon’s Den and Apprentice. 

Revise and check on their understanding of profit, loss and selling a product/design that will make money. 

Discuss the idea of an enterprise project making money from a start-up loan of ten pounds. Learn about the idea of 

a business plan identifying the idea and the cost of setting up the idea/making the product. 

Learn about simple business plans and what they contain.  

Start writing a business plan.  

 

Link 2:     know how to market a product 

Share read about Sir Alan Sugar 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/ vegetarian/  

Learn about marketing. Understand that a product has to appeal to people who want to buy/use the product. 

Understand the idea of market research.  

Create a form to collect market research.  

Continue their business plans.  

 

Link 3:     know what advertising is 

Share read about Sir Alan Sugar 

Share read about electrics. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/ vegetarian/  

Understand that it is different to propaganda.  

Create a form to collect market research. Conduct market research about their ideas for a product/service.  

Learn about advertising and how companies put a particular slant and spin on adverts to appeal to different markets 

and customers e.g. cartoon characters to attract children.  



Continue their business plans.  

 

Link 4:     know how to pitch for funding 

Share read about Sir Alan Sugar 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/ vegetarian/   

Change their idea/plan based on the market research.  

Calculate costs of the service/product. Present their business plan to a panel to receive a start-up loan. Consider 

how the product could be batch or mass produced to permit multiple sales. 

Continue their business plans. 

 

Link 5:     know the impact of advertising 

Share read about Sir Alan Sugar 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/ vegetarian/  

Finalise their plan/create their product/service.  

Learn about advertising. Watch adverts and listen to radio adverts and look at poster adverts. Think about size, 

font, composition. Write about their marketing strategy. 

Continue their business plans. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:  To create their product/service which will make as much profit 

as possible 

Share read about Sir Alan Sugar 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/ vegetarian/  

Create their product and launch the service.  

Calculate the profit.  

Write a final evaluation of what they have done.  


